Inequality
Yeah, reviewing a books Inequality could accumulate your near associates listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, completion does not suggest that you have
fantastic points.
Comprehending as skillfully as harmony even more than new will allow each success. adjacent to, the proclamation as without difficulty as acuteness of this Inequality can be taken as competently as picked
to act.

There was a time when the phrase "American family"
conjured up a single, specific image: a breadwinner dad, a
homemaker mom, and their 2.5 kids living comfortable
lives in a middle-class suburb. Today, that image has
been shattered, due in part to skyrocketing divorce rates,
single parenthood, and increased out-of-wedlock births.
But whether it is conservatives bewailing the wages of
moral decline and women's liberation, or progressives
celebrating the result of women's greater freedom and
changing sexual mores, most Americans fail to identify the
root factor driving the changes: economic inequality that is
remaking the American family along class lines. In
Marriage Markets, June Carbone and Naomi Cahn
examine how macroeconomic forces are transforming our
most intimate and important spheres, and how working
class and lower income families have paid the highest
price. Just like health, education, and seemingly every
other advantage in life, a stable two-parent home has
become a luxury that only the well-off can afford. The best
educated and most prosperous have the most stable
families, while working class families have seen the
greatest increase in relationship instability. Why is this so?
The book provides the answer: greater economic
inequality has profoundly changed marriage markets, the
way men and women match up when they search for a life
partner. It has produced a larger group of high-income
men than women; written off the men at the bottom
because of chronic unemployment, incarceration, and
substance abuse; and left a larger group of women with a
smaller group of comparable men in the middle. The
failure to see marriage as a market affected by supply and
demand has obscured any meaningful analysis of the way
that societal changes influence culture. Only policies that
redress the balance between men and women through
greater access to education, stable employment, and
opportunities for social mobility can produce a culture that
encourages commitment and investment in family life. A
rigorous and enlightening account of why American
families have changed so much in recent decades,
Marriage Markets cuts through the ideological and
moralistic rhetoric that drives our current debate. It offers
critically needed solutions for a problem that will haunt
America for generations to come.
A bedrock American principle is the idea that all
individuals should have the opportunity to succeed on the
basis of their own effort, skill, and ingenuity.—Federal
Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke Income inequality has
been on the rise since the late 1970s, but the economic
and financial crisis of 2008 instigated an unemployment
epidemic that dramatically compounded this problem in
the United States and catapulted the issue to the center of
debate. There is wide agreement across the political
spectrum that high inequality is contributing to undesirable
circumstances such as stagnant household income, rising
poverty rates, and increased borrowing and debt, though
there is much less agreement on remedies. Inequality in
America provides a snapshot of the issues posed by the
growing concentrations of income, focusing on the United
States but drawing on internationalcomparisons to help
set the context. The authors examine the economic,
technological,and political drivers of inequality and identify
worrying trends associated with itsrise. They demonstrate
how specific factors have exacerbated income inequality,
including technological change, international trade,
changes in labor market participation,and the increasing
role of the financial sector. Their clear and concise
exposition makes the issues surrounding income
distribution accessible to a wider public. As they write in
the conclusion: "We have argued that tackling the worst
effects of inequality and re-establishing a measure of
equal opportunity requires increased investment in crucial
public goods: first, education; second, a more progressive
andsimplified tax system; and third, increased

poverty, including lower than average life expectancies,
international cooperation to avoid a raceto the bottom.
serious health problems, mental illness, and crime. The
Education, tax, and other such policies are pursued by
Broken Ladder explores such issues as why women in poor
other highperforming advanced countries and can be
societies often have more children, and why they have them
shaped for the United States in a way thatis fully
at a younger age; why there is little trust among the working
consistent with an efficient and competitive American
class in the prudence of investing for the future; why people's
economy."
perception of their social status affects their political beliefs
The authors assess the extent of black economic progress and leads to greater political divisions; how poverty raises
stress levels as effectively as actual physical threats; how
in the U.S. since World War II and forecast the
development of the black-white income gap into the 21st inequality in the workplace affects performance; and why
unequal societies tend to become more religious.
century. Competing explanatory theories for the gap are
Understanding how inequality shapes our world can help us
examined and ameliorative policies are explored. They
better understand what drives ideological divides, why high
conclude that current policies will be insufficient to close
inequality makes the middle class feel left behind, and how to
disconnect from the endless treadmill of social comparison.
the gap in the future. Annotation copyrighted by Book
This book is about the way to measure, to account for and to
News, Inc., Portland, OR
The widening gap between the rich and the poor is turning modify the economic inequalities in developed economies.
Inequality remains one of the most intensely discussed topics
the American dream into an impossibility for many,
on a global level. As well as figuring prominently in
particularly children and families. And as the children of
economics, it is possibly the most central topic of sociology.
low-income families grow to adulthood, they have less
Despite this, there has been no book until now that unites
approaches from economics and sociology. Organized
access to opportunities and resources than their higherthematically, this volume brings international scholars
income peers--and increasing odds of repeating the
together to offer students and researchers a cutting-edge
experiences of their parents. Families in an Era of
overview of the core topics of inequality research. Chapters
Increasing Inequality probes the complex relations
cover: the theoretical traditions in economics and sociology;
between social inequality and child development and
the global and national structures of inequality in the
examines possibilities for disrupting these ongoing
contemporary world; the main dimensions of inequality
patterns. Experts across the social sciences track trends in (including gender, race, caste, migration, education and
poverty); and research methodology. In presenting this
marriage, divorce, employment, and family structure
overview, Inequality in Economics and Sociology seeks to
across socioeconomic strata in the U.S. and other
build a bridge between the disciplines and the approaches.
developed countries. These family data give readers a
This book offers an encompassing understanding of an
deeper understanding of how social class shapes
increasingly fragmented and highly specialized field of
children's paths to adulthood and how those paths
research. It will be invaluable for students and researchers
continue to diverge over time and into future generations. seeking a single repository on the current state of knowledge,
current debates and relevant literature in this key area.
In addition, contributors critique current policies and
programs that have been created to reduce disparities and “America’s foremost opponent of inequality brilliantly shows
how the 1 percent rigged the rules, looted the country, and
offer suggestions for more effective alternatives. Among
got the ninety-nine percent to pay for it.”—Juliet Schor, author
the topics covered: Inequality begins at home: the role of of Born to Buy Over recent decades, we’ve seen a radical
parenting in the diverging destinies of rich and poor
redistribution of wealth upward to a tiny fraction of the
population. In this book, activist Chuck Collins explains how it
children. Inequality begins outside the home: putting
parental educational investments into context. How class happened and marshals wide-ranging data to show exactly
what the ninety-nine to one percent divide means in the real
and family structure impact the transition to adulthood.
world and the damage it causes to individuals, businesses,
Dealing with the consequences of changes in family
and the earth. Most important, he answers the burning
composition. Dynamic models of poverty-related adversity question: What can be done about it? He offers a commonand child outcomes. The diverging destinies of children
sense guide to bringing about a society that works for
everyone: the hundred percent. This is a struggle that can be
and what it means for children's lives. As new initiatives
are sought to improve the lives of families and children in won. After all, the odds are ninety-nine to one in our favor.
the short and long term, Families in an Era of Increasing “This riveting tale of America as two cities will stay with you
for years to come and—watch out! It may rouse you to action
Inequality is a key resource for researchers and
on the solutions that Collins spells out with perfect precision.”
practitioners in family studies, social work, health,
—Charles Derber, author of The Pursuit of Attention
education, sociology, demography, and psychology.
The New Inequality
Social Problems and Inequality
On Inequality
The Supreme Court's Fifty-Year Battle for a More Unjust Economic Inequality and Income Distribution
Families in an Era of Increasing Inequality
America
Patterns and Explanations
Social Responsibility through Progressive Sociology
The New Geography of Global Income Inequality
Inequality in the Promised Land
What Can Be Done?
Inequality in America
Inequalities in incomes and wealth have
Carbon Inequality
increased in advanced countries, making our
The Price of Inequality
economies less dynamic, our societies more
"A persuasive and highly readable account." —President
unjust and our political processes less
Barack Obama “Brilliant. . . . an important, fascinating read
democratic. As a result, reducing
arguing that inequality creates a public health crisis in
inequalities is now a major economic,
America.” —Nicholas Kristof, New York Times “The Broken
social and political challenge. This book
Ladder is an important, timely, and beautifully written
account of how inequality affects us all.” —Adam Alter, New provides a concise yet comprehensive
York Times bestselling author of Irresistible and Drunk Tank overview of the economics of inequality.
Pink A timely examination by a leading scientist of the
Until recently economic inequality has been
physical, psychological, and moral effects of inequality. The the object of limited research efforts,
levels of inequality in the world today are on a scale that
attracting only modest attention in the
have not been seen in our lifetimes, yet the disparity
political arena; despite important advances
between rich and poor has ramifications that extend far
in the knowledge of its dimensions, a
beyond mere financial means. In The Broken Ladder
psychologist Keith Payne examines how inequality divides us convincing understanding of the mechanisms
not just economically; it also has profound consequences for at its roots is still lacking. This book
how we think, how we respond to stress, how our immune
summarizes the topic and provides an
systems function, and even how we view moral concepts
interpretation of the mechanisms
such as justice and fairness. Research in psychology,
responsible for increased disparities.
neuroscience, and behavioral economics has not only
revealed important new insights into how inequality changes Building on this analysis the book argues
people in predictable ways but also provided a corrective to for an integrated set of policies
the flawed view of poverty as being the result of individual
addressing the roots of inequalities in
character failings. Among modern developed societies,
incomes and wealth Explaining Inequality
inequality is not primarily a matter of the actual amount of
will be of interest to students,
money people have. It is, rather, people's sense of where
they stand in relation to others. Feeling poor matters—not just researchers and practitioners concerned
being poor. Regardless of their average incomes, countries or with inequality, economic and public policy
states with greater levels of income inequality have much
and political economy.
higher rates of all the social maladies we associate with
The social impact of inequality is now
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increasingly understood - higher crime,
of whom hail from the places under the most inner-city peers and known for their extracurricular offerings and
health problems and mental illness, lower
acute stress--from the capital of Burundi
college preparatory programs. Despite the glowing opportunities
educational achievements and life
to Bangkok, Thailand. The response has been that many families associate with suburban schooling, accessing a
expectancy. But what are the causes of
extraordinary. Margaret Atwood conjures
district's resources is not always straightforward, particularly for
inequality, why is it growing so rapidly
with a dys¬topian future in a remarkable
black and poorer families. Moving beyond class- and race-based
and what are its economic and political
poem. Lauren Groff whisks us to Florida;
explanations, Inequality in the Promised Land focuses on the
impacts? In this exceptional book Joseph
Edwidge Danticat to Haiti; Tahmima Anam to everyday interactions between parents, students, teachers, and
Stiglitz gives the answers. He shows how,
Bangladesh; Yasmine El Rashidi to Egypt,
school administrators in order to understand why resources
left to their own devices, markets are
while Eka Kurniawan brings us to Indonesia, seldom trickle down to a district's racial and economic
neither efficient nor stable and tend to
Chinelo Okparanta to Nigeria, and Anuradha minorities. Rolling Acres Public Schools (RAPS) is one of the
accumulate money in the hands of the few
Roy to the Himalayas in the wake of floods, many well-appointed suburban school districts across the United
rather than engender competition, producing dam building, and drought. This is a
States that has become increasingly racially and economically
slower growth and lower GDP. He also
literary all-points bulletin of fiction,
diverse over the last forty years. Expanding on Charles Tilly's
demonstrates how political institutions,
essays, poems, and reportage about the most model of relational analysis and drawing on 100 in-depth
far from countering these trends, often
important crisis of our times.
interviews as well participant observation and archival research,
enhance them. Arguing that 'another world
The Price of Inequality: How Today's
R. L'Heureux Lewis-McCoy examines the pathways of resources
is possible', The Price of Inequality
Divided Society Endangers Our Future
in RAPS. He discovers that—due to structural factors, social and
provides a powerful, vital critique of free-Facts, Trends, and International
class positions, and past experiences—resources are not valued
market ideas. 'Superb and original . . .
Perspectives
equally among families and, even when deemed valuable,
Stiglitz is a rare combination of virtuoso Race and Economic Inequality in the United financial factors and issues of opportunity hoarding often prevent
economist, witty polemicist and public
States Since 1945
certain RAPS families from accessing that resource. In addition
intellectual' Robert Kuttner, New Statesman Programmed Inequality
to its fresh and incisive insights into educational inequality, this
'Important and smart . . . a searing read' How Britain Discarded Women Technologists
groundbreaking book also presents valuable policy-orientated
Nicholas Kristof, The New York Times 'The
and Lost Its Edge in Computing
solutions for administrators, teachers, activists, and politicians.
often inchoate anger seen in Occupy Wall
The Persistence of Gender Inequality
'This book contains a high-level collection of papers by some of
Street is given shape, fluency, substance
Explaining Inequality
today's leading distributional analysts. the chapters are wellDespite centuries of campaigning, women still earn less and have
and authority by Stiglitz . . . he
chosen and are written by respected authors with international
less power than men. Equality remains a goal not yet reached. In this profiles. the book will be highly valued as a reference work, by
methodically and lyrically (almost
incisive account of why this is the case, Mary Evans argues that
joyously) exposes the myths that provide
research economists and practitioners, as well as by postgraduate
optimistic
narratives
of
progress
and
emancipation
have
served
to
justification for 'deficit fetishism'''
students and professors at universities where distributional
obscure
long-term
structural
inequalities
between
women
and
men,
Yvonne Roberts, Observer 'Trenchant,
measurement theory and application is dealt with at the PhD
structural
inequalities
which
are
not
only
about
gender
but
also
about
engaging . . . Stiglitz writes clearly and
level.' - Peter Lambert, University of Oregon, US
general social inequality. In widening the lenses on the persistence of
provocatively' Dante Chinni, Washington
The eleventh edition of Social Inequality: Forms, Causes, and
gender inequality, Evans shows how in contemporary debates about
Post 'A towering genius of economics'
Consequences is an introduction to the study of social inequality.
social inequality gender is often ignored, implicitly side-lining
Independent
critical aspects of relations between women and men. This engaging Fully updated statistics and examples convey the pervasiveness
Economic inequality is one of the most
and extent of social inequality in the United States. The authors
short book attempts to join up some of the dots in the ways that we
divisive issues of our time. Yet few would think about both social and gender inequality, and offers a new
use an intersectional perspective to show how inequality occurs,
argue that inequality is a greater evil
how it affects all of us, and what is being done about it. With
perspective on a problem that still demands society’s full attention.
than poverty. The poor suffer because they How genomics reveals deep histories of inequality, going back many more resources and supplementary examples, exercises, and
don't have enough, not because others have thousands of years. Inequality is an urgent global concern, with
applications embedded throughout to aid students’ learning
pundits,
politicians,
academics,
and
best-selling
books
all
taking
up
more, and some have far too much. So why do
and visualization of important concepts, the book provides a rich
many people appear to be more distressed by its causes and consequences. In Inequality, Carles Lalueza-Fox offers theoretical treatment to address the current state of inequality. In
an entirely new perspective on the subject, examining the genetic
the rich than by the poor? In this
line with current affairs, the authors have expanded the content
marks
left
by
inequality
on
humans
throughout
history.
Lalueza-Fox
provocative book, the #1 New York Times
to include: An intersectional approach throughout the chapters;
describes
genetic
studies,
made
possible
by
novel
DNA
sequencing
bestselling author of On Bullshit presents
A stronger emphasis on the connections between poverty,
technologies, that reveal layers of inequality in past societies,
a compelling and unsettling response to
wealth, and income inequality; New case studies on the opioid
manifested in patterns of migration, social structures, and funerary
those who believe that the goal of social
epidemic, COVID-19, the lead poisoning crisis, and climate
practices. Through their DNA, ancient skeletons have much to tell
justice should be economic equality or less us, yielding anonymous stories of inequality, bias, and suffering.
change; A new focus on the rise of right-wing movements. With
inequality. Harry Frankfurt, one of the
additional content and classroom extensions available online for
Lalueza-Fox, a leader in paleogenomics, offers the deep history of
most influential moral philosophers in the inequality. He explores the ancestral shifts associated with migration instructors, Social Inequality remains an ideal and invaluable
world, argues that we are morally obligated and describes the gender bias unearthed in these migrations—the
overview of the subject and provides undergraduate students
to eliminate poverty—not achieve equality
brutal sexual asymmetries, for example, between male European
with a robust understanding of social inequality from a
explorers and the women of Latin America that are revealed by DNA sociological perspective.
or reduce inequality. Our focus should be
analysis. He considers social structures, and the evidence that high
on making sure everyone has a sufficient
How Britain lost its early dominance in computing by
social
standing
was
inherited—the
ancient
world
was
not
a
amount to live a decent life. To focus
systematically discriminating against its most qualified workers:
meritocracy.
He
untangles
social
and
genetic
factors
to
consider
instead on inequality is distracting and
women. In 1944, Britain led the world in electronic computing.
whether
wealth
is
an
advantage
in
reproduction,
showing
why
we
are
alienating. At the same time, Frankfurt
By 1974, the British computer industry was all but extinct. What
more
likely
to
be
descended
from
a
king
than
a
peasant.
And
he
argues that the conjunction of vast wealth
happened in the intervening thirty years holds lessons for all
explores the effects of ancient inequality on the human gene pool.
and poverty is offensive. If we dedicate
postindustrial superpowers. As Britain struggled to use
Marshaling a range of evidence, Lalueza-Fox shows that
ourselves to making sure everyone has
understanding past inequalities is key to understanding present ones. technology to retain its global power, the nation's inability to
enough, we may reduce inequality as a side Introduction -- Hollywood's whitest -- Hollywood's colorblind racism manage its technical labor force hobbled its transition into the
effect. But it’s essential to see that the -- Hollywood's typecasting -- Hollywood's double bind -- Surviving information age. In Programmed Inequality, Mar Hicks explores
ultimate goal of justice is to end poverty, Hollywood -- Challenging Hollywood -- Diversifying Hollywood
the story of labor feminization and gendered technocracy that
not inequality. A serious challenge to
undercut British efforts to computerize. That failure sprang from
What is global inequality? How can it be measured? What are the
cherished beliefs on both the political
major trends and patterns? What are the implications of global
the government's systematic neglect of its largest trained
inequality for the world economy and multilateral governance? What technical workforce simply because they were women. Women
left and right, On Inequality promises to
have a profound impact on one of the great role does and should inequality play in national and international
were a hidden engine of growth in high technology from World
policy–making?
In
this
comprehensive
overview,
the
authors
address
debates of our time.
War II to the 1960s. As computing experienced a gender flip,
these
key
questions.
They
examine
the
major
issues
that
need
to
be
Building from his acclaimed anthology Tales
becoming male-identified in the 1960s and 1970s, labor
confronted
in
conceptualizing,
measuring
and
analysing
of Two Americas, beloved writer and editor
problems grew into structural ones and gender discrimination
contemporary
patterns
of
global
inequality.
In
addition,
they
explore
John Freeman draws together a group of our
caused the nation's largest computer user—the civil service and
the implications of these patterns for politics and public policy. In
greatest writers from around the world to
sprawling public sector—to make decisions that were disastrous
explaining the complex global patterns of social stratification, they
help us see how the environmental crisis is
for the British computer industry and the nation as a whole.
highlight an intensive debate about whether and to what extent
hitting some of the most vulnerable
inequality matters. The book also addresses this debate, and seeks to Drawing on recently opened government files, personal
communities where they live. In the past
interviews, and the archives of major British computer
set out the major alternative positions. The book?s authors include
five years, John Freeman, previously editor many of the most distinguished figures in the field, including David companies, Programmed Inequality takes aim at the fiction of
of Granta, has launched a celebrated
Dollar, G?sta Esping–Andersen, Nancy Fraser, James K. Galbraith, technological meritocracy. Hicks explains why, even today,
international literary magazine, Freeman's, Ravi Kanbur, Branko Milanovic, Thomas W. Pogge, Bob Sutcliffe, possessing technical skill is not enough to ensure that women will
and compiled two acclaimed anthologies that Grahame F. Thompson, Anthony J. Venables, and Robert H. Wade. rise to the top in science and technology fields. Programmed
This book will be of great interest to students in politics, sociology
deal with income inequality as it is
Inequality shows how the disappearance of women from the field
and
international
relations
as
well
as
to
all
those
interested
in
this
key
experienced. In the course of this work,
had grave macroeconomic consequences for Britain, and why
topic.
one major theme came up repeatedly: Climate
the United States risks repeating those errors in the twenty-first
How
Gender
Inequality
Persists
in
the
Modern
World
change is making already dire inequalities
century.
Global
Inequality
much worse, devastating further the already
Diverging Destinies
Tales of Two Planets
devastated. But the problems of climate
Engine of Inequality
Social Inequality
change are not restricted to those from the
Why Does Inequality Matter?
The Analysis and Geometry of Hardy's Inequality
less developed world. Galvanized by his
Reel Inequality
How Inequality Is Remaking the American Family
conversations with writers and activists
How Inequality Affects the Way We Think, Live, and Die
Patterns and Processes
around the world, Freeman engaged with some Nestled in neighborhoods of varying degrees of affluence,
Framed by Gender
of today's most eloquent storytellers, many suburban public schools are typically better resourced than their A Short History
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With a specific focus on the United States and the United Kingdom,
The Fed and the Future of Wealth in America
Inequality is widely regarded as morally objectionable: T. M. Scanlon
Carbon Inequality studies the role of the richest people in contributing to New Perspectives
investigates why it matters to us. He considers the nature and importance of
climate change via their luxury consumption and their investments. In an Race, Resources, and Suburban Schooling
equality of opportunity, whether the pursuit of greater equality involves
innovative contribution, it attempts to quantify personal responsibility for 99 to 1
objectionable interference with individual liberty, and whether the rich can
shareholdings in large fossil fuel companies. This book explores the
be said to deserve their greater rewards.
Thirty-six major contemporary writers examine life in a deeply
implications of the richest people's historic responsibility for global
divided America—including Anthony Doerr, Ann Patchett, Roxane Marriage Markets
Stories of Inequality in a Divided Nation
warming, the impacts of which affect them less than most others in global Gay, Rebecca Solnit, Hector Tobar, Joyce Carol Oates, Edwidge
society. Kenner analyses how the richest people running large oil and gas Danticat, Richard Russo, Eula Bliss, Karen Russell, and many more Supreme Inequality
companies have successfully used their political influence to lobby the US
America is broken. You don’t need a fistful of statistics to know this. Inequality Studies from the Global South
Persistent Disparity
and UK government. This assessment of their growing political power is
Visit any city, and evidence of our shattered social compact will
Stories of Climate Change and Inequality in a Divided World
particularly pertinent at a time of increasing inequality and growing public
present
itself.
From
Appalachia
to
the
Rust
Belt
and
down
to
rural
Inequality in Economics and Sociology
awareness of the impact of climate change. The book also highlights the
Texas,
the
gap
between
the
wealthiest
and
the
poorest
stretches
to
crucial role of the richest in blocking the low-carbon transition in the US
This book offers an innovative, interdisciplinary approach to thinking
and the UK, exploring how this could be countered to ensure fossil fuels are unimaginable chasms. Whether the cause of this inequality is
about inequality, and to understanding how inequality is produced
fully replaced by renewable energy. This book will be of great relevance to systemic injustice, the entrenchment of racism in our culture, the long and reproduced in the global South. Without the safety net of the
war on drugs, or immigration policies, it endangers not only the
scholars and policy makers with an interest in inequality, climate change
various northern welfare states, inequality in the global South is not
American Dream but our very lives. In Tales of Two Americas, some merely a socio-economic problem, but an existential threat to the
and sustainability transitions.
Inequality in income, earnings, and wealth has risen dramatically in the
of the literary world’s most exciting writers look beyond numbers
social contract that underpins the democratic state and society itself.
United States over the past three decades. Most research into this issue has and wages to convey what it feels like to live in this divided nation.
Only a response that is firmly grounded in the context of the global
focused on the causes—global trade, new technology, and economic
Their extraordinarily powerful stories, essays, and poems
South can hope to address this problem. This collection brings
policy—rather than the consequences of inequality. In Social Inequality, a demonstrate how boundaries break down when experiences are
together scholars from across the globe, with a particular focus on the
group of the nation's leading social scientists opens a wide-ranging inquiry
shared, and that in sharing our stories we can help to alleviate a
global South, to address broad thematic areas such as the conceptual
into the social implications of rising economic inequality. Beginning with a
suffering that touches so many people.
and methodological challenges of measuring inequality; the political
critical evaluation of the existing research, they assess whether the recent
Offers
ambitious
new
policies
in
technology,
employment,
social
economy of inequality in the global South; inequality in work,
run-up in economic inequality has been accompanied by rising inequality in
security, sharing of capital and taxation, defending them against the households and the labour market; and inequalities in land, spaces
social domains such as the quality of family and neighborhood life, equal
common arguments and excuses for inaction. Includes 15 graphs and and cities. The book concludes by suggesting alternatives for
access to education and health care, job satisfaction, and political
15 tables.
participation. Marcia Meyers and colleagues find that many low-income
addressing inequality in the global South and around the world. The
Examines how the wealthy classes have contributed to growing
mothers cannot afford market-based child care, which contributes to
pioneering ideas and theories put forward by this volume make it
inequality both at the present time—by reducing maternal employment and inequality in society and explains how the quest to increase wealth
essential reading for students and researchers of global inequality
family income—and through the long-term consequences of informal or
has hindered the country's economic growth as well as its efforts to
across the fields of sociology, economics, law, politics, global studies,
low-quality care on children's educational achievement. At the other end of solve its most pressing economic problems.
and development studies.
the educational spectrum, Thomas Kane links the growing inequality in
The noted economist and philosopher Amartya Sen argues that the Inequality endangers the fabric of our societies, distorts the
college attendance to rising tuition and cuts in financial aid. Neil Fligstein dictum “all people are created equal” serves largely to deflect
functioning of democracy, and derails the globalization process. Yet,
and Taek-Jin Shin show how both job security and job satisfaction have
attention from the fact that we differ in age, gender, talents, and
it has only recently been recognized as a problem worth examining.
decreased for low-wage workers compared with their higher-paid
physical abilities as well as in material advantages and social
Why has this issue been neglected for so long? In Inequality: A Short
counterparts. Those who fall behind economically may also suffer
background.
He
argues
for
concentrating
on
higher
and
more
basic
History, Michele Alacevich and Anna Soci discuss the emergence of
diminished access to essential social resources like health care. John
values:
individual
capabilities
and
freedom
to
achieve
objectives.
By
Mullahy, Stephanie Robert, and Barbara Wolfe discuss why higher
the inequality question in the twentieth century and explain how it is
concentrating
on
the
equity
and
efficiency
of
social
arrangements
in
inequality may lead to poorer health: wider inequality might mean
related to current issues such as globalization and the survival of
promoting freedoms and capabilities of individuals, Sen adds an
increased stress-related ailments for the poor, and it might also be
democracy. The authors also discuss trends and the future of
associated with public health care policies that favor the privileged. On the important new angle to arguments about such vital issues as gender
inequality. Inequality is a pressing issue that not only affects living
political front, Richard Freeman concludes that political participation has inequalities, welfare policies, affirmative action, and public provision
standards, but is also inextricably linked to the way our democracies
become more stratified as incomes have become more unequal. Workers at of health care and education.
work.
the bottom of the income scale may simply be too hard-pressed or too
Creating Solutions for Poor America
This textbook reflects a hybrid approach to studying stratification. It
demoralized to care about political participation. Social Inequality
A Genetic History
addresses the knowledge accumulated by stratification scholars and
concludes with a comprehensive section on the methodological problems
Tales of Two Americas
challenges students to apply this information to their social world.
involved in disentangling the effects of inequality from other economic
Forms, Causes, and Consequences
Features include: • The text is divided into basic concepts
factors, which will be of great benefit to future investigators. While today's
Hollywood Actors and Racism
(theoretical and methodological) and applications (e.g., to class,
widening inequality may be a temporary episode, the danger is that the
How
States
Respond
to
Economic
Inequality
poverty, mobility, education, gender, race). • Each chapter includes
current economic divisions may set in motion a self-perpetuating cycle of
Inequality
social disadvantage. The most comprehensive review of this quandary to
a list of key concepts, questions for thought, suggested exercises, and
A
wake-up
call
on
the
new
American
inequality
and
what
to
do
about
it.
date, Social Inequality maps out a new agenda for research on inequality in
multimedia resources (print, internet, and films). • A unique
Harvard economist Richard B. Freeman launches this provocative book
America with important implications for public policy.
methodological chapter provides students the skills they will need to
Succinct, accessible, and authoritative, Thomas Piketty’s The Economics with the idea that in equality is the one problem from which all crises in
be able to read contemporary sociological literature. • The selection
of Inequality is the ideal place to start for those who want to understand the America flow. He contends that inequality-both economic and social-has
of chapters and chapter content provide students a sense of the
become more brutal and pervasive in the last twenty years, and that it is
fundamental issues at the heart of one the most pressing concerns in
now time to stop analyzing its causes and consequences and concentrate on topics, questions, and research that dominate contemporary research
contemporary economics and politics. This work now appears in English
doing something about it. Freeman offers real solutions: raising the income on social stratification and inequality. • Research-oriented
for the first time.
approach reflecting the field of stratification studies. Additional
of the working class, reinvesting in cities, and reenergizing democratic
Donald Trump's 2016 victory shocked the world, but his appeals to the
institutions
through
the
encouragement
of
local
citizen
organizations.
His
ancillary material may be found at
economic discontent of the white working class should not be so surprising,
argument
is
answered
by
distinguished
activists,
social
scientists,
and
www.stratificationandinequality.com
as stagnant wages for the many have been matched with skyrocketing
activists-James
Tobin,
Heidi
Hartmann,
Michael
Piore,
Frances
Fox
Piven,
This volume presents advances that have been made over recent
incomes for the few. Though Trump received high levels of support from
James
Heckman,
Ernesto
Cortes,
Jr.,
and
Paul
R.
Krugman-in
essays
that
decades in areas of research featuring Hardy's inequality and related
the white working class, once in office, the newly elected billionaire
heed
and
add
depth
to
Freeman's
call.
As
they
debate
the
limits
of
president appointed a cabinet with a net worth greater than one-third of
topics. The inequality and its extensions and refinements are not only
traditional solutions for inequality, all agree on one key prerequisite: A
American households combined. Furthermore, he pursued traditionally
of intrinsic interest but are indispensable tools in many areas of
democracy can solve inequality only by living up to its name. Spirited and
conservative tax, welfare state and regulatory policies, which are likely to
mathematics and mathematical physics. Hardy inequalities on
engaging, this unique dialogue will serve as a guidebook for activists,
make economic disparities worse. Nevertheless, income inequality has
domains have a substantial role and this necessitates a detailed
students, and all interested in achieving a just society. NEW
grown over the last few decades almost regardless of who is elected to the
investigation of significant geometric properties of a domain and its
presidency and congress. There is a growing consensus among scholars that DEMOCRACY FORUM: A series of short paperback originals exploring
creative solutions to our most urgent national concerns. The series editors boundary. Other topics covered in this volume are Hardy- Sobolevone of the biggest drivers of income inequality in the United States is
Maz’ya inequalities; inequalities of Hardy-type involving magnetic
government activity (or inactivity). Just as the New Deal and Great Society (for Boston Review), Joshua Cohen and Joel Rogers, aim to foster
programs played a key role in leveling income distribution from the 1930s politically engaged, intellectually honest, and morally serious debate about fields; Hardy, Sobolev and Cwikel-Lieb-Rosenbljum inequalities for
Pauli operators; the Rellich inequality. The Analysis and Geometry
through the 1970s, federal policy since then has contributed to expanding fundamental issues-both on and off the agenda of conventional politics.
of Hardy’s Inequality provides an up-to-date account of research in
inequality. Growing inequality bolsters the resources of the wealthy leading “Meticulously researched and engagingly written . . . a comprehensive
indictment
of
the
court’s
rulings
in
areas
ranging
from
campaign
finance
areas of contemporary interest and would be suitable for a graduate
to greater influence over policy, and it contributes to partisan polarization.
and
voting
rights
to
poverty
law
and
criminal
justice.”
—Financial
Times
course in mathematics or physics. A good basic knowledge of real
Both prevent the passage of policy to address inequality, creating a
continuous feedback loop of growing inequality. The authors of this book A revelatory examination of the conservative direction of the Supreme
and complex analysis is a prerequisite.
Court over the last fifty years. In Supreme Inequality, bestselling author
argue that it is therefore misguided to look to the federal government, as
Inequality Reexamined
citizens have tended to do since the New Deal, to lead on economic policy Adam Cohen surveys the most significant Supreme Court rulings since the The Broken Ladder
Nixon era and exposes how, contrary to what Americans like to believe, the
to "fix" inequality. In fact, they argue that throughout American history,
The Economics of Inequality
during periods of rapid economic change the federal government has been Supreme Court does little to protect the rights of the poor and
The Economic Theory of Income Inequality
stymied by the federal institutional design created by the Constitution. The disadvantaged; in fact, it has not been on their side for fifty years. Cohen
How Wealth Inequality Is Wrecking the World and What We Can
winners of economic change have taken advantage of veto points to prevent proves beyond doubt that the modern Court has been one of the leading
Do about It
change that would address the problems experienced by the losers of major forces behind the nation’s soaring level of economic inequality, and that
A textbook for an interdisciplinary undergraduate course that addresses
economic change. Even the New Deal, in many ways the model of federal an institution revered as a source of fairness has been systematically making
America less fair. A triumph of American legal, political, and social history, what Marger (sociology, Michigan State U.) sees as a major deficiency that
policy activism, was largely borrowed from policies created in the state
others either analyze only one form of social equality or analytically
Supreme Inequality holds to account the highest court in the land and
"laboratories of democracy" in the preceding years and decades. The
conflate them making it difficult to distinguish them. She engages class,
authors argue that in the current crisis of growing inequality we are seeing a shows how much damage it has done to America’s ideals of equality,
racial a
similar dynamic and demonstrate that many states are actively addressing democracy, and justice for all.
Social Problems and Inequality explores integrated and root-cause-based
economic inequality. William Franko and Christopher Witko argue that the The surprising finding of this book is that, contrary to conventional
explanations of complex social problems. Written in clear and
states that will address inequality are not necessarily those with the greatest wisdom, global income inequality is decreasing. Critics of globalization and
understandable language, allowing it to be used for classroom purposes, it
others maintain that the spread of consumer capitalism is dramatically
objective inequality, but those where citizens are aware of growing
polarizing the worldwide distribution of income. But as the demographer addresses the most fundamental principles of how humans, acting through
inequality, where left-leaning politicians hold power, where unions are
Glenn Firebaugh carefully shows, income inequality for the world peaked social units, create, and eventually can remedy, social problems. With a
strong, and where the presence of direct democracy allow for more
central focus on the problem of inequality and the manner in which this is
majoritarian public policy outcomes. In the empirical chapters Franko and in the late twentieth century and is now heading downward because of
manifested in crime, social class and stratification, this book examines the
Witko examine how these factors have shaped policies that boosted incomes declining income inequality across nations. Furthermore, as income
key theoretical perspectives relevant to the study and solution of social
at the bottom (the minimum wage and the Earned Income Tax Credit) and inequality declines across nations, it is rising within nations (though not as
problems, whilst drawing upon rich illustrations and case studies from the
reduce incomes at the top (with top marginal tax rates) between 1987 and rapidly as it is declining across nations). Firebaugh claims that this historic
US and Europe to offer a thorough examination of the nature, common
2010. The authors argue that, if history is a guide, increasingly egalitarian transition represents a new geography of global income inequality in the
twenty-first century. This book documents the new geography, describes its root causes and social remedies of social problems. Providing discussions of
policies at the state level will spread to other states and, eventually, to the
both theoretical approaches and concrete applications, Social Problems
causes, and explains why other analysts have missed one of the defining
federal level, setting the stage for a more equitable future.
and Inequality investigates the sources of various prejudices and attitudes
features of our era--a transition in inequality that is reducing the
A Contemporary Approach to Race, Class, and Gender
importance of where a person is born in determining his or her future well- that contribute to social problems and the associated issues of globalization,
The Role of the Richest in Climate Change
economic greed and imperialism. Accessible in style and comprehensive in
being.
The New Economic Populism
its coverage, this book will appeal to students and scholars of social
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problems across the social sciences.
In an advanced society like the U.S., where an array of processes work
against gender inequality, how does this inequality persist? Integrating
research from sociology, social cognition and psychology, and
organizational behavior, Framed by Gender identifies the general processes
through which gender as a principle of inequality rewrites itself into new
forms of social and economic organization. Cecilia Ridgeway argues that
people confront uncertain circumstances with gender beliefs that are more
traditional than those circumstances. They implicitly draw on the tooconvenient cultural frame of gender to help organize new ways of doing
things, thereby re-inscribing trailing gender stereotypes into the new
activities, procedures, and forms of organization. This dynamic does not
make equality unattainable, but suggests a constant struggle with uneven
results. Demonstrating how personal interactions translate into larger
structures of inequality, Framed by Gender is a powerful and original take
on the troubling endurance of gender inequality.
The first book to reveal how the Federal Reserve holds the key to making us
more economically equal, written by an author with unparalleled expertise
in the real world of financial policy Following the 2008 financial crisis, the
Federal Reserve’s monetary policy placed much greater focus on
stabilizing the market than on helping struggling Americans. As a result, the
richest Americans got a lot richer while the middle class shrank and
economic and wealth inequality skyrocketed. In Engine of Inequality,
Karen Petrou offers pragmatic solutions for creating more inclusive
monetary policy and equality-enhancing financial regulation as quickly and
painlessly as possible. Karen Petrou is a leading financial-policy analyst and
consultant with unrivaled knowledge of what drives the decisions of federal
officials and how big banks respond to financial policy in the real world.
Instead of proposing legislation that would never pass Congress, the author
provides an insider's look at politically plausible, high-impact financial
policy fixes that will radically shift the equality balance. Offering an
innovative, powerful, and highly practical solution for immediately turning
around the enormous nationwide problem of economic inequality, this
groundbreaking book: Presents practical ways America can and should
tackle economic inequality with fast-acting results Provides revealing
examples of exactly how bad economic inequality in America has become
no matter how hard we all work Demonstrates that increasing inequality is
disastrous for long-term economic growth, political action, and even
personal happiness Explains why your bank's interest rates are still only a
fraction of what they were even though the rich are getting richer than ever,
faster than ever Reveals the dangers of FinTech and BigTech companies
taking over banking Shows how Facebook wants to control even the dollars
in your wallet Discusses who shares the blame for our economic inequality,
including the Fed, regulators, Congress, and even economists Engine of
Inequality: The Fed and the Future of Wealth in America should be
required reading for leaders, policymakers, regulators, media professionals,
and all Americans wanting to ensure that the nation’s financial policy will
be a force for promoting economic equality.
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